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chemdoodle web components automatically
work with the target browser, meaning you
dont need to include libraries. they are also

very small, and work within a single
element. this is particularly useful for

embedded applications. we use grunt to
manage our javascript build process and

provide a plugin manager for more complex
workflows. for example, you can write a

custom task to export and compress your
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javascript code into one file. chemdoodle
web components also allows you to export
and compress your javascript code into one
file, using a single task. this is a lot easier
than configuring grunt. chemdoodle web

components uses the same iframe attribute
as all other browsers, so it will work well on

all devices and browsers. in addition, it
detects and works well with the latest

chrome and firefox versions. chemdoodle
web components are built from the ground

up to be unobtrusive, lightweight, and
simple. they are easy to use, and work with

the latest browsers. our goal is to make
chemdoodle web components as easy to
use as a single html element. we have a
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campus-wide site licence for chemoffice+
cloud that includes all current students,

faculty, and staff at stanford. this
agreement includes the desktop version of
chemoffice professional (pc) and chemdraw
professional (mac). our agreement includes
the perkinelmer signals notebook individual
edition, a cloud-based electronic notebook,

and chemdraw cloud. chemdraw can be
used for searching scifinder and reaxys.

mnova chemdraw edition is also included
with chemoffice professional but is a lite

version of the software. because we have a
site licence to the full version of mnova, we
don't recommend using mnova chemdraw.
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complete reactions can be balanced by
chemdoodle 2d, either when drawn using

structures and arrows, or typed as a
reaction equation. chemdoodle 2d will be
able to balance any reaction equation that
can be balanced. for infinitely irreducible

solutions, a proprietary algorithm that
minimizes positive integers for coefficients

will be determined to balance your
equation. chemdoodle web components
source is written using javascript best

standards. only a single variable,
chemdoodle, is placed into the global

javascript namespace by this library, so you
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can be sure it doesnt interfere with any
other scripts. all code is packaged using

closures for optimal speed and minification.
drag and drop of molecules is a feature that

came with the very first release of
chemdoodle. now, you can place molecules
into a canvas, like pieces of a puzzle, where
the molecules can be moved, rotated and
resized freely. this can be used to align

molecules, to get a sense of the size and
shape of molecules or for other purposes.

chemdoodle 2d 5 now includes a new
feature called the cheminformatic toolbox.

this new toolbox is a collection of
cheminformatics tools that can be used to

quickly and easily perform various
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cheminformatics tasks. these include, but
are not limited to, calculating molecular
masses, calculating formulae, analyzing
stereochemistry, finding substructures,

generating cml, drawing structural
formulas, generating smiles and more. in

previous versions of chemdoodle,
chemdoodle 2d would always export

structures to the chemdoodle 2d toolbar
palette when a structure was edited. now,

when chemdoodle 2d is closed, a new
option called "keep toolbar palette open
when closing" will make sure the toolbar
palette is kept open when chemdoodle is

closed. you can use this when you are
working on a large number of structures, or
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when you simply want to keep the toolbar
palette open when closing the program.
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